Mayor Yenni. Progress.
Mayor Yenni cut $8.5 million in expenses, reduced bureaucracy by 135 positions, and won over $60 million in state and federal funding ... all in just one term.

“I’ve seen a clean administration, and I’ve seen a man who has fulfilled everything that he has promised to us. I couldn’t ask for more.”
- Conchita Sulli, Realtor & Hispanic Community Leader

PROMISES KEPT


Every promise. Every pledge. First-time Mayor Mike Yenni lived up to his word. That’s a refreshing and noble achievement in today’s political environment.
Mike Yenni put his dream to work for Kenner. Churning out fresh ideas, all the while solving age-old problems. In just one term, his achievements unfurl impressively. Mike assembled a team of top-notch professionals who tackled the toughest challenges.

Mike Yenni’s leadership is evident. Early on, Mayor Yenni asked voters how they wanted to fund their future. He took their direction to heart. He streamlined government, tightened the belt on spending, and sought new avenues to fund Kenner’s development.

A good listener, Mike came to every table with an open mind. He reached out to civic and business leaders for advice, ideas and solutions to longtime problems. His ability to build bridges and bring people together ushered in progress.

“Mike Yenni is young, progressive, and I love his ideas of modernizing the city and bringing things to Kenner that we didn’t have before. I think that he has done a great job.”

- Jeannie Black, Councilwoman

A new generation of leadership is rising.

Mayor Mike Yenni is reviving Kenner with vision and vitality.
A Navy Reservist who honors veterans
A respected leader across Louisiana
A promoter of integrity
A champion for education
A voice for streamlining government
A concerned advocate for protecting our future
A compassionate community leader
An ambassador for Kenner
A champion for our youth
A proud public servant
A man of faith and values
Under his 2030 plan, Mayor Yenni has launched Kenner’s rise. A corridor enhancement program will transform major boulevards into beautiful, safe thoroughfares dotted with public art and well-maintained landscaping. The restoration of Rivertown will surge as a Louisiana Main Street. And Laketown will someday be the envy of the parish, state and region with Mayor Yenni’s vision for the area luring residents and visitors to Lake Pontchartrain to shop, dine, play, and live.

An energetic, forceful reformer. A polished and poised public servant. Mike Yenni is marking a new era of mayoral activism. He’s a steady, reliable architect for change who’s putting his imprint on Kenner.

“I can’t remember a mayor who’s been more focused, more driven and more energetic than Mike. All that you have to do is look at what is going on within our city. That’s it. His accomplishments say it all.”

- Steve Caraway, Chief of Police

Today Mike Yenni is leaving his own legacy.

He is an inspirational leader whose ideas are taking root.
In a world of political evasiveness, Mike Yenni is direct. He treats others with kindness and respect. He speaks with honesty and candor. He’s not worn down by problems, only lifted in spirit by opportunity. No one flies the Kenner banner higher or with greater pride than Mike Yenni.

Public opinion is overwhelmingly on Mike Yenni’s side. Residents say Kenner is moving in the right direction. Business owners are hopeful again. Cities across Louisiana are taking notice of Kenner.

A new generation of leadership is rising. Mayor Yenni is reviving Kenner with vision and vitality.

Mayor Mike Yenni: Something remarkable is happening.

“He is a hard working mayor who solves the problems that are at hand and still looks ahead to plan for new generations. He’s an impressive leader for Kenner.”

- Michele Branigan, Councilwoman

VISION AND VITALITY
Re-Elect Mayor Mike Yenni

“I rate him as an A+. He’s done an excellent job. You can see the progress and feel the momentum. We’re moving in the right direction.”

- Keith Reynaud, Councilman

“This is a Mayor who wants to move our city forward. It’s not about his personal agenda. It’s about the agenda of the people of Kenner. That’s what he cares about. And that’s the reason I am so happy I am going to be a part of this new movement in the new city of Kenner.”

- Maria DeFrancesch, Councilwoman

Vote #3  Mike Yenni  •  Election Day: April 5